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All the reading matter in this pamphlet



It is easily understood and operated, not requiring

an expert to keep it in operation. Its working parts

are few and easily accessible. It uses foundry type,

v ing typographical excellence and accuracy.

bined on one niacin I
,

il

into the magazine of the setter ; no attendant is re-

quired to transfer it from distributer to setter.

any attention from the operator. It automatically

removes leads from matter being distributed.

It sets from 2,500 to 3,500 ems per hour in the
i , ' i mis skill; or the prod-

Its proofs are much cleaner than hand set matter,

because there can be no mistakes in distribution, and

all errors from that source are eliminated.

It allows of corrections being made from an ordinary

case, without stopping the machine for that purpose.

It enables the editor or reporter to produce matter

in type as readily as he can write it on a typewriter.

requires no metal pot; evolves no unhealthful fumes;

and only a few parts in constant operation, the cost

of repairs and supplies is very light.

It requires less than one-fourth horse-power to

attached, if desired ; this makes it possible to locate

dent of belts and shafting.

It is adapted to weeklies, dailies, periodicals, or

book work, and will save more than half the cost of

hand composition, while giving exactly the same
superior typographical results as hand-set type.

The Simplex, the forerunner of the Unitype, is in

daily operation in all sorts of offices, from the country

weekly to large metropolitan publications, with most

satisfactory results.



Some Advantages of the

Unitype over the

Simplex

Type earrymi

No vibi

Line of type right unde

Can be set at any angle to get b.

Less wear on the important parts.

Less expense for supplies, such as belts, etc.

A simpler machine with fewer complications.

[ore positive an i movements.

lieving strain on machine and type.

All the advantages of both the Standard and

Adjustable machines combined in one

i nvenient for the operator, as most

on all previous type-



DESCRIPTIVE

The body of the Unitype consists of two cylinders,

axis. In both cylinders, extending verti-

cally their full length, are ninety parallel Two Cylinders

channels, those in the lower cylinder Form the Body
the magazine into which type

;s from the channels of the upper cylinder

>red for resetting. The channels are slightly

an the body of the type the machine is

t way across. They are calle

"as the -have the same function

lo, i The combination the Distributer

3l differs from tha

her char Each type character is given

nation o

of ward e particular chan

el on y. The central ward extends

channel in this cylinde . In each dis-

tributer channel is a sliding weight Type is Loaded
Automatically

ne of dead type contained i

and make the bottom type drop qt

innel in th

The weight is lifted wht be loaded,

the line of dead type in:- erted in tin chan:

weight lowered ajrairi or top of the 1 lie, t

As th channels of th upper cyli ider re supplied

with lines of dead type the t:\V.mU

by step bringinsr ea.-i channel in

directly el in the The Method of

cylinder At each step

, buter the. botto i type in ea •h 01

its chan rels is tested on •lv»r.i* i the hanrrels of



into its channel, while those type which differ in com-
bination rest on the tops of the wards, they in turn

dropping when the rotation of the cylinder brings

them to their respective channels. As the distributer

can supply type nil.,

up, it is not necessary to keep it working all the time.

plished is most accurately made, and yet is wonder-

fully simple in its construction. The
rhe Mechanism channels in the two cylinders are cut with

is Very Simple the greatest precision. When it is under-

stood that each of the

the upper cylindei n 11 of the channels

in the lower G\hn<k t < ii
, I

unless the upper cylinder were moved positively at

and held there rigidly an instant to permit the dropping

This ac-ii] I iloyi

a cam to impart the step-by-step movement to the

revolving cylinder. The cam revolves on

1 Cam Rotates a horizontal shaft supported by a crosshead

he Distributer on top of the machine, which in turn is

•mly attached to a rigid, vert

machine, which is located beneath the lower cylinc

driven solidly into the top of the cylinder. Th
rolls, forty-five in number, form a circle about f

inches less in diameter than the cylinder. As th

each revolution of the cam gives the cylinder 1

forward thrusts, moving it each time a dista

equaling the distance between the channels. '.

rolls are shaped to conform to the shape of the ce

type ; and the cylinder cannot be moved forward again



until the cause of the "block' ' has been removed. The

clutch requires no attention from the operator.

The mechanism for loading the channels of the dis-

tributing cylinder with lines of dead type is attached

to an upright, the upper end of which is

fastened to the crosshead, and the lower The Distributer

end to one of the legs which extend upward Type Loader

from the base of the machine to support

the cylinders. The shaft that actuates the loader is

connected with the shaft of the cam that moves the

cylinder, so that the two work in unison. A bracket

on the loader serves as a shelf on which the galley

of dead type for distribution is placed.

The working parts of the loading mechanism consist

of an arm, which lifts the weights in the channels of

pushes a line of dead matter into the WorKing Parts

channel when the weight is raised ; and a of the Loader
1

• parts to

act whenever an empty channel reaches the loading

fioirii , .

i

i i i le 1

parts are all driven by a single shaft located beneath

the loader, this shaft in turn being driven by a ver-

tical shaft that extends up from the main driving

shaft beneath the cylinder. This vertical shaft also

crosshead.

A galley of dead type is placed in position

loader bracket, with the type facing outward, and the

distributer cylinder is started rotating.

When an empty channel in the cylinder Loader Fills All

approaches the loading point a projecting Empty Channels
lug on the top of the sliding weight in that

leasing a spri the 1 tdei into action
;

the lifter arm raises the sliding weight high enough

to allow a line of dead type to enter the channel

beneath the weight ; and the plunger then moves for-

ward, pushing a line of dead type from the end of the

galley into the channel. The continuing movement

and lifter arm to their position of rest. As the lifter

arm lowers it leaves the sliding weight resting on top

of the line just loaded into the channel. The pressure

of the weight holds the line in the channel and accel-

erates the dropping of the type when a character

reaches its channel in the setter cylinder. As the

plunger withdraws, the column of dead type in the

II , !
, . i he succeeding line

nded into the next empty channel.

The instant that the sliding weight is raised by the



position of rest, simu tai eoui ly setting in position a

stops he loader when it has

completed k of loading the line of

No Interruption dead type nto th< i
-

1 and the loader

to Distribution then rem
1 i i ider brings the

sliding

tirely empty channel ntact with the trigger.

The various movements of the loading mechanism are

1 tween the steps or for-

ward movements of the cylin er, so that loaii

nultan ously. The loader acts

quietly, and its parts nstructed that the type
is not subjected to str njury.

If leaded matter is distributed the plunger

is adjusted, by a very simp i i! .ment, to pull

the leads; as it recedes after having ear-

Loader Plunger ried a line of type into the distributer

Pulls the Leads channel the plunger withdraws the lead

which follows that line and drops it into

a box located below the loader. As they drop into

the lead box the leads pile themselves up in proper

order for use.

The distributing cylinder is not delayed by loading,

minute. In practice, however, there are generally

not more than three or four lines to be loaded in each
revolution of the cylinder.

The lowei - nd other characters most
frequently used are located in channels in the lower

cylinder directly in front of the operator,

A Few Points on and as they become filled or emptied the

Distribution operator stops or starts the distributer

by pressing a conveniently located button.

When the dead type galley becomes empty it is the

work of but a moment to take it off and substitute a

full galley of either leaded or solid matter.

The sorts distribute into the channels of the lower

cylinder in about the proportion needed by the oper-

ator This depends to some extent upon the character

of the matter which is being set and distributed ; so

provision is made for quickly removing from their

channels in the lower cylinder any serfs I i di

1, or for replenishing the

supply ot those which do not distribute rap

reserve supply

are kept with the mach
On the setting mechani

3 for each channel in the cylinde

being connected by levers and wires w



plunger rests immediately behind the foot

innel, the The Setter and
] i unei than Its Keyboard

this type. When a key is depressed on

the keyboard, its lunger is moved for-

ward, carrying one type out ahead of it. The keys work
very easily, a light touch of the finger will depress

them, and their action is practically instantaneous.

having most convenient position, and the keys on the

keyboard are correspondingly arranged.

Playing forward any succession of keys Is Arranged for

may be played with gieate i Rapid Operating

the type each key represents will come
into line in the desired order. Taking advantage of

this, letters forming frequently-used words and sylla-

>m tin ' and many others may
be played at one stroke, as if one character. Operators

arge number
syllables, the letters form
consecutively. There is hardly a word

at least two letters. Note page 15 for example.

The plungers eject the type upon the flat upper sur-

face of a rapidly revolvi encircles the

bottom of the cylinder, i s upper surf

being on a level with th bottom of he Type Carried

jectingverti al a Revolving D
eep the type

the disc. This disc carr es the type around to the

right-hand side of the ma
them between the flanges of avertical, re

the flanges of this wheel, mmediately above the disc,

are held just far enough apart to perm
between them freely, bu

revolution, the flanges cl

en them, an

n to a poin about three

inches above the surface of the disc.

between two rapidly revo ving rolls that carry them

forward, on their feet, to a channel or ype-way lead-

ing across the front of th er to the point

where they are justified into lines of the required

The lifting wheel will pick up type as fast as they

gesbythesw
of whether they reach thi point at regular intervals



tinuous <.ti< i

the foot of its predecessor, the wheel would pick them

up one after the other without delay, and

A Lifting Wheel so it is capable of raising hundreds of type

Raises the Type each minute. The type thus follow one

another through the rolls, forming a long

continuous line, which extends, in the type-way, clear

across the back of the keyboard, the face of the type

operator. If it should happen that two type arrive

together at the point where they are deflected to the

lifting wheel, the one nearest the cylinder is detained

by a light spring until the one next to the rim of the

disc has passed ; the detained type then slips away from

the spring and follows to the wheel. This separation

prevents the type from clogging.

The type-way through which the long line passes

leads to the mechanism for jn-.t.i lying, which is at

the left of the keyboard. When the long

The Method of line has filled the type-way, the operator,

Justification who is seated on a chair which is sup-

ported by an arm attached to the base of

picks u > a sm 11 i strument known as i "grab," and

nough matter

to-prac icily fill f line of the width o

t. Be n each word in the I

rom the keyboard. The operator

e between the

v ords < nough 1 il\ IliC li e, reading the

ie. ami correcting any errors which

may ha made in setting. It is thus possible

remarkably clean nd free from
ooked and ap-

oof are corrected just as in hand-set

witho I de laying the machine.

t fe

and quads distribut directly into

vithin easy reach fo

pace and Quad fy ..::." to the point

Conveniences wr they Hre needed, without handling

ntion from the opei

erl: regardless of which

which the operator insert them in the

line wh sn jus fyi
tr-

Having justified the line the operator touches a

thumb lever located beside the galley. The thumb
lever releases a pawl which engag

Galley Receives a ratchet on a rotating wheel under the

Justified Line keyboard. In one revolution of the wheel,

I
i

I

is drawn down below it, while the line pusher comes

10



the'

tie and pushes it into the gallev,

port behind the rule. The line

to its position of rest, and the

returns to position ready to sup-

line while it is being justified,

of these parts occupying but a

When a galley has been filled it is removed from

galley substituted. When news matter

is being set galleys of npi i i Operator's Needs

used, the type in such galleys being all All Anticipated

locked up 1 ead n 1 emoved

of the operator has been anticipated, and conveniences

provided by which the work can be accomplished with-

All pans of tin' machine have been designed in the

l-i'i-n .L'ivi'ii to making the parts

accessible and mteivhangrablc. Dupli- Interchangeable

cates of parts subject to wear are sent Duplicate Parts

with machines, and can easily be substi-

tuted by il-e iipi-ralc.r- u!i<vi those on the machines are

worn. The ;ivv'-sij_;o ompn.-i tor quickly learns all the
" '.':'!'

' nc ,:

will soon attain average speed in operating. A book

i
> ting all parts of the

tion and care, is sent with each machine, or will be sent,

postpaid, on receipt of fifty cents.

Table matter of the class ordinarily appearing in

has had experience in laying out market Table Matter Set

reports, ball s when setting on the Machine
type by hand, v II ,

same class of v ork without difficulty on the machine,



Many large and complicated tables have been set

work on application. Matter without vertical rules

be set about as lap 1 cadrag matter.

Wheat Open High Low Clos Prev

Minneapolis.. December.. 108f 108J 1051 106| 108|

May 112i 1121 llOf 111 112J

Duluth December.. 108 108| 1064 107 1081

May 112i 1121 m Hl| 1121

Toledo December . . 104f 104| 102J 102| 1041

May 108| 1081 1061 1071 108|

Kansas City.. December.. 98 98 95J 95| 97|

May 102| 102f 1004 1001 102i

The simplicity of the Unitype is one of its strong

points. It can be safely left to ordinary compositors

to operate, without the help of an expert

Machinists are or a machinist. Of course, the operator

Not Required must be first instructed in its use, which

application and care, the machine is soon thoroughly

lead to a satisfactory output. Of the hundreds of the

of a machinist ; with very few exceptions they are in

the hands of people who were compositors in the of-

bccame proficient opei. !
i they had had

The Unitype uses foundry type. The type has special

nicks on the front or foundry nick side, for the pur-

poses of distribution, and is furnished at a

Foundry Type is special price—less than type for hand use.

Used in Machine Century Expanded and Century Oldstyle

besides these there is a large variety of faces to select

from and v, 1 1] he fin I li

is built to handle only one body of type—an eight point

machine handles only eight point body. But it does not

matter what face is cast on that body. In fact, eight

point type with seven point face is i )

which gives the effect in print of seven point type

leaded with one point leads. It is quite common to have

an eight point face on nine point body also. The two

specimens which appear on opposite page show the

appearance of seven on eight, and eight on nine point

type; more on this subject will be found on pages



llenge, a topic of frequent ;

itingdi!

tlit1
. various yachting; 'sharps" of boil

this and other cities. It appears to be :

pretty general conclusion on their part

now that they have gone over her a

critically as their eyes alone will avail

that she has been built and designed l'<.

light weather racing. Tim
huge rig aloft, the lines of he

ire efficient than that remarkably

t machine. From years of expe-

ivith greater speed, fewer compli

Many Advantages
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Power for the Unitype

e Unitype requires less than one quarter

lower it can be connected with any shaft wr
runs at uniform speed. In printing off;

T using water motors the speed is subjec

creased or decreased by stopping or st<

to the machine. When so equipped machines may be

placed in the most convenient location independent of

shafts and belts. The mechanism I'oi connect in;;' the

not required to attach it, but the wiring for the motor

The prices charged for attached motors depends

upon the current used. For Direct Currents, 110 or 115

volts, the price is $75.00; for 220 or 230

Prices of volts, $80.00 ; for Alternating Currents of

Attached Motors 52 or 104 volts, 16,000, 12,000, or 7,200

alternations, $90.00. These prices (subject

to change) are net, f. o. b. factory, and cover all parts

necessary except wiring. Prices for attached motors

to be used on currents other than those above men-
tioned will be furnished on application. For direct

>r the other of the



^THE UNITYPE ^

Keyboard, Space Trays and Delivery Calley

of the Unitype.

The Unitype sets and distributes matter in

about the floor space of a printer s stand, „ _



MORE IN DETAIL
ANSWERING QUESTIONS FREQUENTLY ASKED

On the Unitype the distributing and setting are done

independently, but both on the same machine. The
distributing mechanism puts a fre -

| 1

Combines Setter of type in the top of each channel, while

and Distributer the setting mechanism takes them from
the bottom of the same channel. The

distributer will supply the type much faster than the

operator can use it, so distribution is going on only

part of the time. The mechanisms for driving the

distributer and the setter work independently. The
appliances for starting and stopping are convenient

to the hand of the operator, who shuts off the dis-

tributing mechanism when it gets too far ahead of

the setter. A galley of dead type is put in the

loader, which automatically helps itself to lines for

distribution as they are needed. The ope >

further attention to the loader until the galley is

mpty, when another full galley is put on. Matter
eaded, o il jaded, a

Matter
tributing leaded matter, the leads are automatica

stacked up in the lead receiving box. readyforu.se aga

No newspaper publisher who has 50,000 ems or m<

to set per week can afford to continue hand compo
tion, as a Unitype will set it for half 1

Profitable Even cost, or less. A publisher with that amoi

in Small Offices

hand c<

n thai

< impositor. It i:



By the use of two people on a Unitype its output is

doubled, 5,000 to 7,000 ems per hour being a common

.
operators. Even two "green" operators Two Operators
will often exceed 4,000 ems per hour after Double Output
a few weeks' practice. No time is taken

taneously with setting. When two work on one
"

i le the other
justifies the type.

There is seldom so great an output secured in a

weekly office as in a daily, because there is not the

same push for product—there is more
time, and everything proceeds at a more Large Product

i i pace, which spirit necessinh Under Pressure
affects the operator Probably the aver-
age amount set by a fair operator on the machine, in

ii lyi ice is from 100,000 to 130,000 ems
per week. In daily offices, from 300,000 to 360,000
ems per week is nearer the average output of two

for that purpose. When on a rush, let the

some one else corrects the proofs. Using Made from Case
", to change

i h n u h thus greatly reducing the cost of cor-

i ii ml ii- 1 md also eliminating the glaring

errors if] il fill tl i

the type with which to make it,-, corroct/on, and does

this before spacing out the line. With a little care,

proof reading can be entirely dispensed with on some
classes of matter just as it could be if hand set by a
careful compositor. Utter incompetence or extreme

The fact that employing a second person on the

ticularly adaptable to all of the varying
requirements of a newspaper office. In Meets All Needs
daily offices, the bulk of the live copy in Daily Offices

usually comes in late. During the last



operate the machine while the other sets ads, etc.

Where the full capacity of two operators is required

it can be secured by employing two on one machine,

making it unnecessary to buy a second machine to get

the product—which means a large saving on investment.

lished about the affairs occurring so late that people

know little or nothing about them till the paper tells

the story. When type is set by hand, it is often a

physical and financial impossibility to handle such

news in full, so the brief facts are given and the

ed by
'

. Witt

GivesaWeeKly large amounts of matter can be set on

Great Advantage publication day by putting two people on

the machine— a regular daily paper rush.

Even at the last minute a big story can be handled by

his story in type, and it will he in Ihe form quicker

than he could write the copy. One publisher has a

telephone beside the machine, and complete reports

of ball games, etc., are telephoned from the field di-

rect to the operator, who sets them as fast as received

Publishers of weekly papers generally print the

inside pages several days before the outside. Thus
when copy for a large advertisement comes

All Pages Open in late it is frequently impossible to allow

Until Press Day space for it on the outside pages, and the

The feasibility of using two people on the machine

whole force can be kept on job work until

Helps in a Hush a couple of days before issue, in weekly

of Job WorK offices, then two of them put on the machine

and the paper rushed out in a hurry. Under

other circumstances the one operator can set the paper

alone during the week, with perhaps a little help just

before gou

Publishe
g to press, if

rs who lack ss iflic ent eompositiorTto war-

Sets Varying or

Wide Measures

rant the inst

newspaper lone

on of a machine for the

but who have briefs,

to set, will find the ma-

chine espec allyadaptedt >thc
|

ments.asitsets



I •
• use in German, French, Polish,

Bohemian, Nora i , . Hlovac, Many Languages
Lithuanian, Italian, Spanish, etc. Ma- Set on Machine
:hines that are arranged to set other lan-

guages can also be used in setting English, using the
same or different type, the keyboard remaining the
same. Any language can be handled which does not
require more than ninety commonly used characters

(including a space and en quad).

Different sizes of faces may be used by having them
last on the same body, and fonts are readily changed

point machines are used with two fonts of Different Faces
type—one font having an eight point face on Same Body
m ten point body for news work, the other
laving a suitable face on ten point body for law briefs,

lhties for setting news in eight

point leaded; advertisements in single or double-
1 i face , and

re easily read. On the follow

icribed. There is n h

le font of eight point fac

rge nine poi nt Iace, pra. ncjll, a ten Other Similar
•int. When 1 is set Combinations
lid, it looks ii i prii .adedu

pis dlany iii leaded usually).

sw this comb is shown on page 23.

Machines are frequently used in

iblishers and printers, wh have two or more fonts

old style or modern faces as may be required. When
the desired effect is produced in print, it is no matter
what body the face is on. By this method a large



The principal features of the Constitution

of California are similar to those of most of

the recently formed state constitutions. It

establishes an elective judiciary, and confers

on the executive a qualified veto. It prohibits

the creation of a state debt exceeding $300,000.

It provides for the protection of the home-

stead from execution, and secures the property

of married females separate from that of their

-

e final hearing before the Referee

ichmond Springs, in the matter of

iccounting of the administrator of

neiu at Cooperstown, Monday. W. H.

Johnson, and Mr. Haywood pt

R. Gibbs, J. Lee Tucker and D.W. Mil-

:or other parties in interest. The
ication of the administrator lor leave

We see the same faces here year in, year
out, and the stui i o plainly is one
of absolute conn' i i lity and prices.

A confidence that is from an honest saving of
money—of getting the most for one's money.
The more money "My Clothiers" save for men
the greater their permanent trade will be.

;n: $7.50, $10

Suits for Dress,



Extending from the water-battery of Fort
Marion south along the water-front of the town
to the United States barracks, stands a sea-wall

of coquina capped with New England granite.

It affords a necessary protection against the

encroachment of the sea. The site of St. Augus-
tine is so low that under certain conditions of

wind and tide the waves would inundate much
of the town. In heavy east storms the water
dashes over the top of the wall. The need of

such a barrier against the sea was recognized

One of Mr. Kyman's customers noted

urn, and he took a sample to
the chief milk inspector, who analyzed
it and discovered the presence of formal-
dehyde, or embalming fluid. The Board
<i Health asked Mr. Ryman to account
for the combination, and he declared he
could not imagine how formaldehyde got

isibh, th

It was in January and a terrible fall of snow
was pelting down. The snow eddied through the

streets and lanes ; the window panes seemed plas-

tered with snow on the outside; snow plumped
down in masses from the roofs ; and a very sudden
hurry had seized on the people, for they ran and
jostled, and fell into each other's arms, and as they
clutched each other fast for a moment, they felt

that they were safe for that length of time. Horses
and coache,^ • h 1 with sugar. The foot-

men stood with their backs to the carriages, so as

to turn their faces from the wind and snow. The
foot passengers kept in the shelter of tall buildings



The rear of the Unitype, showing Dist

Note its?general simplicity.



° Type for the Unitype °

The foil wing pages eontai specimens of type

e furnished promptly
achmes. The differ

»l«i'ill; Desirable BooK
desirable for use on news and pamphlet and News Faces
work. Mar y other type faces c. n be fur-

nished on order. If some specia f;,ce is ssired, send
HIV .„. whether or

The type is the same as for r and com- Same Type Used
position, b at is especially n for Hand Worn

On page 12 the use of fonts Tlth face

lght point

oint body, eight on r ine point, Fonts With Face

own on pages 26 and 27. Such on Larger Body
fonts are m

, ,
ipers are set

in eight on

ugh it were leaded, lid the'o, e of leads is

jely dispensed with.

ordinary height may th machine

m the sarne height as

ti,<- m:.. Im, spaces and quads, as leads of

this height irt out of Leads for Use in

the type. For perioc the Machine

use of bras is advised. Mact if ordered

from foundrles, must always be pecified
;

.840 high."



EIGHT POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

standing in a grove oi the I I

and trying to make up youi
the sky;^ for the great freedom of opportunity *

blen taken* _r ..„ ... ,,

lasspi • ..nt upon the nations. Theinventoi
reaper or of an air-tight cooking stove, the

owel and the oigamzer of gie,
systems has a profound effect upon the c

Hi i coritrilu

I I nnanent thought of his land tha
I the I, ,11 ,

The men who are most in people's mouths dt
Hem i il

, jf thenex. c
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